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User Guide and FAQs
Helpful information about SupportPathRx, how to use the platform,  

and answers to some frequently asked questions (FAQs) 
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Setting up your account

Register for SupportPathRx:
u Go to SupportPathRx.iAssist.com and click “Continue to Online Registration”

u Select the appropriate designation, and then enter the required information 

u If you are a prescriber, you will be asked to complete some verification questions

NOTE: If you or your office already has an iAssist account, simply log in with your email and password.

http://supportpathrx.iassist.com
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After you’ve registered (prescriber):  
u  If you are a licensed prescriber, you may start the process of prescribing and submitting  

prior authorizations through iAssist at any time 
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After you’ve registered (nonprescriber):  
u  If you are not a licensed prescriber, you must add a prescriber you work with to use iAssist. 

Click the “Add prescribers” link on the My Practice page. Enter the required information to 
search for and add the prescriber to your practice. Once the prescriber is activated in iAssist, 
you will be able to help manage your location’s account, adding new patients, submitting 
forms, and making requests through iAssist 
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The first service type allows you to: 
u Submit an ePrescription 

u Confirm your patient’s insurance

u Complete and submit a prior authorization

u  Send all information, including an ePrescription, directly to a pharmacy 

u  Register a patient for the Support Path® patient education program 

u Enroll a patient for the co-pay coupon
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The second service type allows you to: 
u  Send an online prior authorization form directly to the patient’s payer without sending or  

submitting an ePrescription
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The third service type allows you to perform the same functions as the first service type.  
However, this third service type also allows you to register your patient for the full scope of  
Support Path® resources, including:  

u  Benefits investigation and summary of benefits

u Comprehensive prior authorization support

u  Support for claims appeals and denials, should they arise

u  Access to Support Path representatives who work directly on a patient’s behalf to make sure 
all insurance details and other information are completed and submitted correctly 
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Third service type (continued)

After completing the steps for this service type, Support Path® will send you a summary of patient 
benefits within 48 hours so you and your patient can understand the coverage and requirements 
for your patient’s HARVONI® (ledipasvir 90 mg/sofosbuvir 400 mg) or SOVALDI® (sofosbuvir)  
prescription. Support Path specialists will provide ongoing assistance and keep you updated on 
the status of your patient’s prescription and prior authorization. 

The third service type is likely the appropriate choice for your patient if you are:   
u Unsure of your patient’s insurance coverage 
u  Missing information from the patient regarding his or her insurance 
u  Concerned about prior authorization denials or the need for appeals 
u  Unsure of the appropriate pharmacy 
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If you’ve selected the first or third service type for your patient, you’ll then be prompted to:

u  Enter the required information about your patient’s diagnosis

u  Select the treatment plan you’re recommending 

u  Provide additional information, as requested

Click “Continue” to move to the next step.
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u   If your patient or a patient representative is in your office at the time, he or she can provide 
consent using the digital signature function after completing this section
— If your patient is not available, you can have iAssist send your patient a link  

via email that will allow him or her to provide consent through HIPAAConsent.com

This section also allows your patient to enroll in the Support Path® Patient Program, which  
provides helpful information and customized resources for your patients. This program is free 
and provides disease and treatment information and resources to help patients stay on track 
with treatment.

NOTE: Even if the patient is not available, you can still access all options within SupportPathRx;  
however, if the patient needs full Support Path resources, consent will be required.

http://hipaaconsent.com
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Then click “Generate Consent Form.” This will create a PDF of the Patient Consent Form to keep 
for your records—you may choose to download the file here, or it will also be available at the end 
of the workflow. The document will automatically be sent to Support Path®. After the  
Patient Authorization section is complete, click “Continue.”
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Entering patient  
insurance information  

To confirm your patient’s insurance coverage, enter the required patient information in the fields 
provided.

NOTE: If your patient’s Social Security number is not available or not known, simply enter 9999.
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If your patient’s insurance information is found in the system, the details will automatically  
populate in the Patient Insurance section. If not, you can enter the information manually  
in the form provided. If your patient is uninsured, select “Patient coverage unknown at this time.”
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After confirming your patient’s insurance information, you may upload copies of the patient’s  
insurance documents and other supporting documents (ie, income documents, proof of  
residency, etc.). Most common file types are accepted—though limited to a 2 MB maximum file 
size—and supporting documentation may aid in the prior authorization and Support Path®  
processes later on. 
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Selecting a pharmacy

To select a pharmacy, search for the pharmacy you’d like to use and select the desired pharmacy 
in the results. If you’ve listed your preferred pharmacies in your practice information, you may 
select the pharmacy using the drop-down menu in the Pharmacy Search section. 

Click “Continue” to complete the Pharmacy Selection section.

If you are using the third/full Support Path® service type, you may search for a specific pharmacy 
or elect to use the HUB option, which will allow Support Path to choose the pharmacy based 
on your patient’s coverage. Regardless, please note that Support Path will ultimately select the 
pharmacy based on your patient’s insurance coverage.
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To check patient eligibility and enroll a patient for the co-pay coupon, simply have your patient 
answer the questions in this section and provide a digital signature.

If your patient isn’t available but may be eligible, have your patient go to www.harvoni.com or 
www.sovaldi.com to enroll.

www.harvoni.com
www.sovaldi.com
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Once complete, you can download or print a copy of the coupon. We recommend that your  
patient keep a copy of the coupon; however, SupportPathRx will take care of sending the  
coupon to the pharmacy you selected. If you skipped the Pharmacy Selection section, the  
patient can work directly with his or her pharmacy to use the co-pay coupon. 
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Please follow the steps listed on the Prior Authorization form. 

Your patient’s insurance may require a prior authorization for HARVONI coverage. To expedite 
the initiation of the prior authorization request, please select “Yes” on the page.

Please answer the questions, which are taken verbatim from the prior authorization form  
developed by the insurance company. Gilead Sciences has no control over the content and  
cannot modify the questions included on an insurance company’s prior authorization form.  
Your responses to the questions will be automatically populated in the prior authorization form, 
which will be submitted electronically. 
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Gilead Sciences has no control over the content and cannot modify the questions included on an 
insurance company’s prior authorization form. 

u  To start the prior authorization submission process, click “Yes” in the Prior Authorization  
section; your patient’s insurance plan information should then automatically populate in the 
Search for Plan section 

u  Click “Search for Plan” to continue
— If no plans are found, use the Live Chat feature to speak with our iConcierge; or skip the  

prior authorization step and complete it at a later date using the PA-only option

u  Select the appropriate plan
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Gilead Sciences has no control over the content and cannot modify the questions included on an 
insurance company’s prior authorization form. 

u  Answer the questions on the screen

NOTE: In most cases, the prior authorization questions provided are specific to your patient’s plan.  
Answer all required questions and provide appropriate support to help ensure that your patient’s  
request does not get delayed. Missing and incorrect information are 2 common causes of claim  
denials and delays.

u  When prompted, add any appropriate supporting documentation, as indicated by the prior  
authorization questions. For example, some plans may require documentation of baseline lab values  
for your patient; this type of documentation can be added here 

— If the plan requests documentation, please make sure to include it; missing documentation is one of 
the main causes of claim denials and delays
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u  Then click “Generate Form” to create a PDF

— iAssist will populate the form with the answers you provided 

— You can download the form to save for your records 

— Once you complete the SupportPathRx submission, our system will automatically send this PDF form 
to the patient’s insurer for processing 

— You do not need to send the forms separately
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u  After the prior authorization form is generated, check the form to make sure all information is 
correct 

u  Then click “Continue”
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u  I have/my office has an EMR/ePrescribing system. What is the benefit of 
using SupportPathRx vs what I already have?

u  Will iAssist update the current EMR software?

u  Can I prescribe other medications using iAssist?

u  Does my office have to pay for SupportPathRx or install any software?

u  Why is verification of my/the prescriber’s identity required?

u  How does AssistRx ensure that SupportPathRx/iAssist is HIPAA/HITECH 
compliant?

u  Does my office still need to manually fill out and fax prescription or  
Support Path Intake Forms?

u  What if a patient is not available to electronically sign the patient  
consent?

u  Why does iAssist capture my signature as part of the registration process?

u  Can I view the documents submitted for my patients?

SupportPathRx, EMR systems, and software

Documentation, signatures, and forms

u  What is the reimbursement HUB?

u  How does the reimbursement HUB work in the context of pharmacy selection?

Pharmacy information

®
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u  Does iAssist check and verify if HARVONI®   (ledipasvir 90 mg/ 
sofosbuvir 400 mg) or SOVALDI®   (sofosbuvir) is covered on my  
patient’s prescription drug plan?

u  Can I submit an ePA without submitting an eRx?

u  Can I submit an eRx without submitting an ePA?

u  Do I need to fill out the ePA each time a new PA is needed?

u  How does the ePA search function work?

u  Can an appeal be submitted in iAssist?

u  Will iAssist give me ePA status updates?

u  How soon will I know if the patient’s PA has been approved by the payer?

u  Will iAssist give me the status of my patient’s prescriptions?

u  Can I activate a patient’s co-pay coupon through iAssist?

u  What is the turnaround time if I use the Support Path option?

Coverage, prior authorizations, and status updates

Co-pay coupon and Support Path® program  
integration 

u  What if I have technical difficulties with iAssist?

u  What if I have questions about SupportPathRx or Support Path?

Additional support
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Unlike other ePrescribing (eRx) programs that are solely focused on linking directly 
to a pharmacy, SupportPathRx/iAssist is focused on simplifying and expediting 
patient access to HARVONI® (ledipasvir 90 mg/sofosbuvir 400 mg) or  
SOVALDI® (sofosbuvir) prescriptions. SupportPathRx provides ePrescribing  
access to more than 80,000 specialty pharmacies, and iAssist offers electronic 
prior authorization (ePA), electronic patient consent (eConsent), co-pay coupon 
enrollment, pharmacy selection, and Support Path enrollment all in one place.

Click here to learn more about the SupportPathRx offerings.

No. iAssist is not affiliated with any other electronic medical record (EMR) or  
ePrescribing software at this time. However, you can print, scan, and/or save  
iAssist-generated forms as PDFs to use in your current software. In the near 
future, the iAssist platform will become more integrated with the industry’s more 
widely used EMR systems, providing a more seamless eRx experience.

I have/my office has an EMR/ePrescribing system. 
What is the benefit of using SupportPathRx vs what  
I already have?

Will iAssist update the current EMR software?

SupportPathRx, EMR systems, and software

http://www.mysupportpath.com/supportpathrx
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Can I prescribe other medications using iAssist?

Does my office have to pay for SupportPathRx or  
install any software?

Any medication can be prescribed through iAssist and sent to a selected pharmacy. 
There are certain customized/contracted workflows that contain additional features, 
such as patient authorization submission and ePA and eRx eligibility search.  
iAssist does not support Electronic Prescriptions for Controlled Substances (EPCS).

No. SupportPathRx/iAssist is available free of charge. The platform and all  
features are fully accessible online—you do not need to install any software.  
To get started, simply go to SupportPathRx.iAssist.com to register.

SupportPathRx, EMR systems, and software

http://supportpathrx.iassist.com
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Why is verification of my/the prescriber’s identity  
required?

This step is for your security and your practice’s security. Surescripts requires that  
a prescriber’s identity be verified to ensure that only licensed healthcare  
professionals (HCPs) are given access to iAssist.

How does AssistRx ensure that SupportPathRx/iAssist 
is HIPAA/HITECH compliant?

There are a number of ways that iAssist remains fully HIPAA compliant. 
u  First, as a licensed ePrescribing vendor by Surescripts, iAssist is certified to 

meet and even exceed in some cases HIPAA/HITECH laws and regulations 
u  Proprietary eSignature technology is compliant with all state and federal laws 

concerning how an eSignature may be legally obtained and applied 
u  Additionally, iAssist offers multiple options for HCPs to obtain a patient’s HIPAA 

consent, both in workflows within iAssist and at HIPAAConsent.com 
u  Lastly, from a contractual standpoint, AssistRx maintains the proper Business 

Associate Agreement (BAA) with every licensed prescriber registered with iAssist. 
We encourage potential new users of iAssist to take a look at the BAA, Terms of 
Service, and Privacy Policies on our websites: iAssist.com and AssistRx.com

SupportPathRx, EMR systems, and software

 www.iassist.com
www.assistrx.com
www.iassist.com
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Does my office still need to manually fill out and fax 
prescription or Support Path® Intake Forms?

No. iAssist is designed to eliminate this step. When a prescriber ePrescribes 
through iAssist, the intake form, prior authorization (PA), and prescription (Rx) for 
the specific medication being prescribed are automatically populated and sent to 
the patient’s payer, patient support hub, and the approved specialty pharmacy, 
where appropriate. The Rx will be released to the pharmacy of the prescriber’s 
choosing, or once the HUB identifies the approved pharmacy if Support Path  
program resources are requested.

What if a patient is not available to electronically sign 
the patient consent?

On the Patient Consent page, select “NO, patient is not available” and enter the  
patient’s email address to send him or her the link to HIPAAConsent.com, from  
which the patient can complete the consent form. Or simply tell the patient to go to  
HIPAAConsent.com on his or her home computer and complete the patient consent. 

Documentation, signatures, and forms

www.hipaaconsent.com
www.hipaaconsent.com
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Why does iAssist capture my signature as part of the 
registration process?

After your (the prescriber’s) identity has been verified via knowledge-based  
authentication (KBA) methods, you will have the opportunity to generate an  
eSignature within your iAssist profile, which is saved and can be applied to PAs, 
resource requests, and intake forms. Additionally, you may elect to authorize  
other HCPs in your practice to apply the saved signature, where appropriate,  
on your behalf. This eliminates the need for an authorized nurse or other HCP to 
track you down each time a signature is needed.

Can I view the documents submitted for my patients?

Yes. Search for the patient in “Patient Search” at the top of the page. Click on  
the patient you searched for, and then click on the “Documents” tab to view all  
documents for that patient.

Documentation, signatures, and forms
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What is the reimbursement HUB?

In SupportPathRx/iAssist, the reimbursement HUB refers to the overall  
Support Path® resource offering, which is available to help determine medication  
insurance coverage and navigate payer requirements, including prior  
authorizations and appeals. Support Path can also help identify alternative  
coverage options for patients and potential financial assistance to help patients 
pay for their medication.

How does the reimbursement HUB work in the context 
of pharmacy selection?

If you’ve selected the third service type, Support Path specialists will work with your 
patient's insurance provider to verify the approved, in-network specialty pharmacy 
that will dispense the medication you've prescribed. This will also help ensure that 
your patient’s prescription will be dispensed through a pharmacy that is most likely  
to offer the lowest out-of-pocket cost for your patient.

Once the in-network specialty pharmacy has been identified, Support Path will send 
the prescription directly to that pharmacy.

Pharmacy information 
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Can I activate a patient’s co-pay coupon through  
iAssist?

Yes. If your patient is present and available to provide consent, you or your office 
can activate the patient’s coupon using SupportPathRx and have the activation 
number sent to the HUB or pharmacy with the prescription and a copy of the PA.

If your patient is not available to provide consent, have him or her activate the 
co-pay coupon on the harvoni.com or sovaldi.com website. The patient can then 
provide the activation number to his or her pharmacy.

What is the turnaround time if I use the Support Path 
option?

The prescriber will receive a confirmation of receipt of the request for Support Path 
assistance, including a summary of benefits within 48 hours. The PA monitoring will 
begin immediately upon verification of benefits and confirmation of PA receipt by 
the payer. The PA review can take anywhere from 2 to 5 days, though some payers 
may take longer. Upon verification of benefits the associate will request the payer to 
inform him or her of the expected review time.

Co-pay coupon and Support Path® program integration

www.harvoni.com
www.sovaldi.com
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Does iAssist check and verify if HARVONI® (ledipasvir 90 mg/ 
sofosbuvir 400 mg) or SOVALDI® (sofosbuvir) is covered on 
my patient’s prescription drug plan?

No. The “Find Eligibility” function within iAssist can only confirm that the patient 
has prescription drug insurance. When you click “Find Eligibility” on the Patient  
Insurance page in iAssist, the system will search a national insurance database 
with the patient’s full name, gender, date of birth, and ZIP code. Once this is  
confirmed, the system will generate insurance plan information, such as ID  
numbers and pharmacy processing information.

Coverage for HARVONI or SOVALDI can be confirmed through a benefits  
investigation (BI), which can be performed by requesting the third service type  
in SupportPathRx, by calling the Support Path Call Center at 1-855-7-MYPATH  
(1-855-769-7284), or by filling out the Support Path Intake Form (available at  
MySupportPath.com).

Can I submit an ePA without submitting an eRx?

Yes. A prescriber can do so by selecting “ePA–Prior Authorization only” on the  
Patient Prescription page.

Coverage, prior authorizations, and status updates

www.mysupportpath.com
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Can I submit an eRx without submitting an ePA?

   

Yes. When you get to the Prior Authorization selection page, select “No, skip the 
Prior Authorization and perform the ePA-only workflow for this patient at a later 
date.” You can go back and submit a PA only if it is determined one is needed.

Coverage, prior authorizations, and status updates

Do I need to fill out the ePA each time a new PA  
is needed?

   

iAssist saves the information provided with the first submission. A prescriber can 
re-fax the PA to the payer within iAssist, but it will be the exact same PA as  
previously submitted. If there are any changes needed to the PA, the prescriber 
will have to complete the ePA-only workflow; however, the ePA-only workflow is 
simplified if it is concerning an existing patient within iAssist (ie, all patient data 
will be prepopulated).
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Coverage, prior authorizations, and status updates

How does the ePA search function work?

Upon entering the patient’s complete insurance information, the system will return 
the results of the PA form that matches the medical plan or the pharmacy plan that 
was entered. If for any reason the return result isn’t correct, the plan name can be 
manually entered and a search for the PA will be completed and loaded for the  
specific plan covering the patient.

Can an appeal be submitted in iAssist?

   

The ability to submit appeals via iAssist will be coming soon. If you are concerned 
that your patient may need appeals assistance, choose the third service type in 
iAssist or call the Support Path® Call Center at 1-855-7-MYPATH (1-855-769-7284). 
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Will iAssist give me ePA status updates?

At this time iAssist does not provide ePA status updates. You will continue to  
receive this information from Support Path® (if you selected the third service type: 
Support Path Assistance), the specialty pharmacy, or the payer, as you do today.

Coverage, prior authorizations, and status updates

How soon will I know if the patient’s ePA has been  
approved by the payer?

   

If you or your office chooses the Support Path option, you will receive a Summary 
of Benefits form with an explanation of benefits and next steps. If you or your  
office submitted the eRx and ePA directly to the pharmacy or payer, you can  
contact Support Path to follow up on the status of the PA, or contact the pharmacy 
to inquire on the Rx and PA status.
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Will iAssist give me the status of my patient’s  
prescriptions?

iAssist will update your patient’s file to include the name of the specialty pharmacy 
that received the prescription and the date it was released to that pharmacy. If the 
Support Path® option is selected, the prescriber will receive a summary of benefits 
with patient status information via fax.

Coverage, prior authorizations, and status updates
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What if I have technical difficulties with iAssist?

   

iAssist has a live chat line as well as an iConcierge Team line available for  
prescribers to request system technical support.

iConcierge Team
1-877-450-4412, Monday through Friday from 9 am to 8 pm Eastern Time

What if I have questions about SupportPathRx  
or Support Path®?

If you have questions about the resources SupportPathRx or Support Path offers, 
contact your local Field Access Specialist (if you have one), or contact the Support 
Path Call Center: 

Support Path Team
1-855-7-MYPATH (1-855-769-7284) 

Additional support
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